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Introduction
n Problem Definition: As a basic operator in 3D point cloud analysis, sparse 

convolution is widely adopted in most state-of-the-art architectures for 
point cloud analysis and so it is desirable to further improve its efficiency 
for more practical application.

n We empirically find sparse convolution operation brings larger quantization 
errors compared to standard convolution. Here we calculate the sign 
correspondence of activations for the first binary layer in convolutional and 
sparse convolutional networks.

n Motivation: For a single active site, a 3 × 3 × 3 convolution kernel will 
operate 27 times while sparse convolution kernel only operates at the 
center. What if we keep the same number of operations with sparse 
convolution but operates at other location? To answer it, we extend sparse 
convolution to enable it to active at different locations and propose shifted 
sparse convolution operator (SFSC).

n We find different SFSC layers vary a lot
in quantization errors and a proportion 
of them are more robust to binarization 
compared to sparse convolutional layer.

n In another word, if we can find out the 
optimal configurations for all SFSC 
layers in a network, the quantization 
error can be reduced without additional 
computational cost.

Experiments
n Main results:

n Ablation study:

n Visualization of different methods:

Approach
n Preliminary: sparse convolution can be formulated as:

which skips the non-active regions that only operates when the center of 
convolutional kernel covers active voxels.

n Shifted Sparse Convolution: we extend sparse convolution to allow it 
operates at locations other than the center of kernel:

n In a SFSC layer, instead of applying the same sparse convolution 
operation for all output channels as in a general sparse convolutional 
layer, we uniformly divide the output channels into several groups 
(namely channel group), each with a specific SFSC operation. It can be 
formulated as:

n Efficient Search for Shift Operation: To find out the (near) optimal 
configurations for all SFSC layers in a network, we formulate this by 
searching the optimal SFSC operation in each channel group:

n Overall framework:


